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The great micromorp hological diversity of p ollen grains amongst the seed
p lants is not only a marvel of nature but also a significant tool for p lant
biologists, esp ecially taxonomists and ecologists. However, with the
staggering diversity comes the p roblem of setting up a consistent and
useful terminology to cop e with classifying such morp hological features. As
the authors of this book state, although such categorization is rather
artificial it is essential for defining the range of morp hological diversity and
generating systematic order.
The remit of this illustrated handbook of p ollen terminology is to p rovide a
collection of the most useful and imp ortant terms in p alynology and
illustrate them by light and electron microscop e micrograp hs. Essentially,
this handbook is an up dated and beautifully illustrated version of the webaccessible...
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